
AtomikAir
Cleans the air so your lungs don’t have to.
Eliminates dust and odors by trapping particles such as sand, soot, insect 
debris, pollen, mold, metallurgical fumes, oil smoke and viruses*. 
*Independent third-party studies available..

Cleans the Air You Breathe
It improves air quality by filtering 15,000 CFM (Cubic Feet 

per Minute) down to the 0.3 micron. 

Removes Dust
Keep your products, boxes and facility clean by removing 
dust from the air before it settles on surfaces.

Improves Worker Comfort 
It eliminates stratification, which is when hot air rises to the 
ceiling and cold air settles at ground level. It does this by 
pulling the dirty air from the ground and pushing clean air 
up to keep the temperatures even from floor to ceiling.

Saves Energy and Money
It lowers heating bills by 20% to 40%. Dramatically reduces 
the “heat” recovery to only a few seconds when overhead 
doors are opened, and cold air enters the shipping and 
receiving area.

Keep your employees happy, comfortable 
and their lungs clean with the AtomikAir



Portable and Easy Installation
No invasive installation or retrofitting required, just simply plug it into a 
575V outlet. No mounting bolts or hooks required, it comes with locking 
wheels or can be mounted to the floor if you desire. Locking wheels make 
it easy to move for any facility re-configurations. It’s only 4 feet x 4 feet x  
6 feet (height), small enough to fit on a skid. 

Additional Options
• Aluminum frame MERV 13 washable reusable filter can be cleaned with 

compressed air or washed and typically lasts 5+ years.
• Summer hood creates a cooling cross breeze during the summer 

months. 

Coverage
• Improve air quality and clean the air: Just install one unit every 

20,000 sq ft or one every 10,000 sq ft if there is very significant pollu-
tion in the air.

• Destratification and lower heating bills by 20% to 40%: Just install 
one unit every 40,000 sq ft or one unit every 10 loading dock doors.

It does catch a lot of air debris when the team 
cleans out the filter each week or so. It offers air 
diffusion for the ceiling space and should assist 
in reducing the delta in temperature near the 
ceiling vs the ground air as you walk around the 
plant. It’s proving to be a concrete step towards 
helping our employees during COVID-19 with 
a  solution that can catch and possibly remove 
some airborne elements, including pollen, 
bugs, dander etc. that may be floating in the air. 

- Brad Glasser
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